Government Concentrator Requirements Worksheet
For Classes of 2015 and beyond
Standard Track (no thesis required)

Total Required: 10 half-courses

Sophomore Tutorial: Gov 97  
*one half-course*

Methods Requirement  
*one half-course*  
Gov 50 or Stats 100 or 104; if Stats taken, must take one additional Gov elective

Subfield Requirement  
*four half-courses*  
One half-course in each of the four subfields of political science. These need not be foundational (Gov 10, 20, 30, and 40); however, they must be courses taught by Government faculty (cross-listed courses not taught by Gov faculty cannot be used for subfield credit, though they may be used for Gov elective credit). Note: only courses in the section of the catalog called "Political Thought and Its History" count for Theory credit. Courses in the section called "Political Methodology and Formal Theory" do NOT count for Theory credit (but do count for Gov elective credit).

- Political Thought and Its History (Gov 10 and 1030-1099)  
- Comparative Government (Gov 20 and 1100-1299)  
- American Government (Gov 30 and 1300-1599)  
- International Relations (Gov 40 and 1700-1999)

Government Electives  
*three half-courses (four if taking Stats)*  
Gov Elective 1  
Gov Elective 2  
Gov Elective 3  
Gov Elective 4

Seminar Requirement: Gov 94  
*one half-course*